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Hearts and Minds 

 

Chorus 

 

Hearts and minds, just kickin’ it time,  

sittin’ with this rhyme, don’t mess with the line (2 times) 

 

 

Hearts and minds just kickin’ it in time 

Sittin’ here with this rhyme don’t mess with the line 

Follows the line sentence momentarily their prime to expose what we compose  

Never seeking any sign 

 

Calm it down gotta chill with creativity relax and renew checkin’ beef causers liberty 

For freedom for the rest, that’s our very best 

To cultivate the love piercin’ through the top and no less 

 

Long time from knuckle scabs all for solidarity  

Pleadian Sirian a new kind of unity we hustle up whatever we do 

Pay no mind vocabulary laboratory allegory all a peace of history 

 

Don’t forget the Drum n Bass folks hope skates ta cope R A dub cartoons  

Smashin’ hater to the ropes 

To learn respect we pray they do it finally for transcental harmony 

Over beats (beat box) in the notes 
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Chorus 

 

Hearts and minds, just kickin’ it time,  

sittin’ with this rhyme, don’t mess with the line (2 times) 

 

Verse #2 

 

Too much critical is never healthy for the physical 

We are truly what we think so it ain’t only mythical 

We need to live that’s right co-exist yes, we’re chillin still 

Like the moment past excuse while we’re lyrical 

 

Let the children build they need the space without the stealer kill 

No excuse just let em be and while the keeper’s real 

Bless we address the test with truth it won’t deny oblivion breathin’ down our necks 

It bothers and reflects 

 

Don’t forget…(echo) Devil hissy fits for beef seekers walkin’ into checks 

Temporary tricks, we truly hope this time it sticks 

The love’s what it wrecks out of time…what’s next (echo) 

Same drama different batch no offense so we can peace 

We know we workin’ with the cash havin’ a blast 

Thanks Ju respect to every crew we’re built to lastThis time for all ages chill or step back 
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Chorus 

 

Hearts and minds, just kickin’ it time,  

sittin’  with this rhyme, don’t mess with the line (2 times) 

 

 

 


